Medicine in Society
Historical Essays
Edited by ANDREW WEAR
Over the past fifteen years the boundaries of medical history have been redrawn. This new text book synthesises much of this new research to trace the development of medicine from the days of magic to the operating theatre.
£45.00 net HB 0 521 33351 2 416 pp.
£14.95 net PB 0 521 33639 2

Patients, Power and the Poor in Eighteenth Century Bristol
MARY E. FISSELL
Much is known about early medical practitioners, little is known about their predecessors, the herb-women and blood-letters. This book re-dresses the balance by examining the relationship between common people and traditional healers and the impact of new practices.
£35.00 net HB 0 521 40047 3 272 pp.
Cambridge History of Medicine

Bilharzia
A History of Tropical Medicine
JOHN FARLEY
Through a detailed examination of the medical treatment of Bilharzia, John Farley demonstrates that the nature of tropical medicine has largely been determined by the imperial policies of western nations.
£40.00 net HB 0 521 40086 4 320 pp.
Cambridge History of Medicine

A Colonial Disease
A Social History of Sleeping Sickness in Northern Zaire, 1900–1940
MARYINEZ LYONS
Using the example of sleeping sickness, this book examines the clash between colonial medical practices and personnel and native concepts and traditions. In so doing, it reveals much about the western ‘civilising mission’.
£50.00 net HB 0 521 40350 2 352 pp.
Cambridge History of Medicine

Preserve Your Love for Science
Life of William Hammond, American Neurologist
BONNIE ELLEN BLUSTEIN
Influential Civil War surgeon and leading medical researcher, William Hammond was the father of clinical neurology, this new book describes his life and groundbreaking work.
£35.00 net HB 0 521 39262 4 272 pp.
Cambridge History of Medicine
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The history of therapeutics has been central to the medical enterprise in all times and all places. It is also, as Guenter Risse points out in his introductory essay, a subject which is all too often neglected by historians. He analyses some of the reasons for this and urges historians to take this complex and important theme more seriously. The essays which follow range in chronology from antiquity to the 1980s and in geography from the Mediterranean Basin to the New World. They touch on such matters as diet and drugs, magic and surgery, orthodox and unorthodox approaches. What they share is an attempt to get beyond the easy dismissal of almost all therapeutics before the twentieth century as meaningless and harmful and to examine concrete dimensions of the therapeutic encounter in its social, professional, religious and scientific reverberations.
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In the development of modern cardiological drugs, chance observation, intense prolonged chemical investigation, studies of disease in animals, and patients' own findings have all played a part, and Arthur Hollman's account of these discoveries makes fascinating reading. A keen amateur botanist who is also a member of the Committee of Management of the Chelsea Physic Garden, and a Fellow of the Linnean Society, Dr Hollman has woven medical and botanical information into succinct and elegantly written articles. His book will be of great value to everyone who is interested in nature's contribution to medicine, including cardiologists, doctors, pharmacists, botanists, herbalists and medical historians.
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